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CONSTRUCTION TYPES 

Acceptable: 

 

 Frame 

 Masonry 

 Masonry Veneer 
 

Unacceptable:  Mobile Homes 

 Manufactured Homes 

 Self-Constructed 

 Ornate features or unusual construction 

ACCEPTABLE ROOF TYPES 

 Shingle 

 Tar and gravel 

 Tile 

 Metal 

 Cedar shake 

 Asphalt rolled roof 

 Slate 
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DISCOUNTS OFFERED 

Secured Community Discount: HO3: 15% discount is available to the Non-Hurricane portion of the 
premium to a community with 24 hour manned or passkey gates 
protecting all entrances to the community. 

 *Seasonal/Secondary residences are not eligible for discount. 
 

 
Senior Discount: HO3: 10% discount will be applied to the Non-Hurricane portion of 

the premium when any named insured is age 55 or older as of the 
effective date of the policy.  

 
 

Military Discount: HO3: 5% discount is available to the Non-Hurricane portion of the 
premium when any named insured is active duty of retired from the 
U.S. Armed Forces as evidenced by a current or expired proof of 
military service.  

 Documentation is required. Common documents provided:  

• DD Form 214 (Certificate of Release or Discharge from Active Duty) 

• DD Form 215 (Correction to DD 2014) 

  

 Paperless Discount: $26.00 for HO-3 and $13.00 for Basic Choice. 
 

FBC Credit: Can be added with a Final Roof Permit, if the roof was replaced after 
March 2002. 

 
 

Alarm Credit: HO3: Central fire and burglar alarm certificate dated within 1 year 
required. Alarm certificate must be in name of insured or resident, 
not prior owner. Alarm contract is not transferrable. 

 Basic Choice:  Central fire alarm certificate dated within 1 year old 
required. 

 
 

Wind Mitigation Credits: Wind mitigation inspection will be accepted as long as property 
address matches policy; does not need to be in current insured’s 
name. The OIR-B1-1802 (Rev. 01/12) Form must be used and 
include the required color photos; no restrictions on date of 
inspection. We accept A.1, A.2, and A.3 as Class A Opening 
Protection. 
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Hip Roof Credit: 

 
 
 
May be applied without a wind mitigation form and will be verified 
at time of inspection. Call Underwriting or AAM to discuss if the 
percentage of "Other" is minimal. 

 
 

Opening Protection Credit: A wind mitigation inspection or an opening protection inspection 
must be completed in order to qualify for Class A or Class B Opening 
Protection Credit, the following pages show what must be marked 
on the Wind Mitigation Inspection form. We accept A.1, A.2, and 
A.3 as Class A Opening Protection.  

  

 

Class A can be added without a Wind Mitigation, if the home was 
built after March 2012 and is located in  Escambia, Pinellas, 
Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Lee, Collier, Monroe, Miami Dade, 
Broward, Palm Beach, Martin, St Lucie, Indian River, Brevard, 
Hardee, DeSoto, Hendry, Okeechobee, or Glades counties.  

 

  

Preferred Contractor:  The Preferred Contractor Endorsement is optional on the 

Homeowners Policy. For a premium discount and in the event of a 

covered loss, at our option we will send our selected preferred 

contractor to repair or replace your damaged property. Coverage is 

provided, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy and this 

endorsement. This endorsement can only be added at policy 

inception or at the time of renewal. 

The Preferred Contractor Endorsement provides a 5% discount. All 

work comes with a 3 year workmanship guarantee. 
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NEW BUSINESS SUBMISSION PROCESS 

 

Agents have authority to bind new business submissions less than $800,000 Coverage A. 

Steps: 

1. Quote the policy 

 

2. Submit the application 

 

3. Take Payment—the quote will NOT become a policy until you take payment 

 

4. If the policy is mortgage billed, mark “billable” in mortgage section. An invoice will be remitted. If 

marked “billable,” it will bind automatically unless a UR appears. 

 

Note: If a UR appears, email UWSubmissions@pti.insure or call Agency Underwriting at 877-509-7878 for UW 

review. 

 If Underwriting is not notified, the submission will stay in a quote status  

 When bound, a policy number will be provided. It will begin with either “PFL” (for HO3) or “BFL” 

(for Basic Choice) followed by a string of numbers (such as PFL123456-00) 

 Print the application for a signature (the application is located under the “Forms” button at top 

of client’s policy screen). 

 Do NOT print or have the application signed while the policy is still in “pending” or “quote” 

status. 

 If there is a, “Q” in front of the number, it is not bound 

 

5. All submissions sent prior to 4:00pm should be answered by 5:30pm 

 

6. Upload all required and applicable documentation; which includes, but is not limited to:  

 Signed People’s Trust Application  

 We will accept electronic signatures 

 Signed HUD/Settlement Statement, Closing Disclosure, or Warranty Deed showing date of 

purchase 

 Uniform Mitigation Verification Inspection Form OIR-B1-1802 and Required Color Photos 

 Proof of Prior Insurance showing the expiration date and insured location 

 Proof of Centrally Monitored Burglar/Fire Alarm dated within one year 

 Authorization for Automatic EFT Withdrawals Form 

mailto:UWSubmissions@pti.insure
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 Contents Exclusion Form  

 Windstorm Exclusion Form  

 Home Inspection completed by Home Inspection Services within 25 days from the effective 

date—cannot be uploaded by agent  

 

Required documents must be uploaded to the policy within 25 days of the effective date. Documents can be 

uploaded to the policy by going to the “Attachments” section found under the “Activity” tab. 

 If required documents are not uploaded within 25 days from the effective date, any credits 

provided will be removed and premium will be increased 

 

 If required documents are not uploaded within 25 days of the effective date, you will need to 

upload the documents and send an email immediately after uploading to 

PTICAgents@pti.insure, use the pending endorsement pencil, or call Agency Underwriting to 

alert us that there is documentation pending review.  

 

 Please remember to print the wind exclusion form and/or the content exclusion form when 

wind or contents is excluded from the policy. These forms must be completed and signed by all 

named insureds and attached to the policy. 

 

 

 

 

Please call Agency Underwriting at (877) 509-7878 or email UWSubmissions@PTI.insure  

for further assistance. 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:PTICAgents@pti.insure
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LOSS HISTORY  

Introduction 

The Loss History Rating Plan recognizes the loss history of an insured or applicant, for both 

property and liability coverage, in determining the appropriate premium. This plan will only 

recognize those losses occurring within the past 36 months. 

 

Eligibility 

A loss shall be considered eligible for a surcharge under this plan if: 

 The loss occurred during the 36 months immediately preceding the policy effective date 

 The loss occurred with respect to a risk eligible for coverage 

 A claim payment was made for the loss 

 Surcharges apply to the non-hurricane portion of the premium only 

 

Exceptions 

The following shall not be considered eligible for rating: 

 A loss resulting from an Act of God or weather related event 

 A loss for which payment occurred only with respect to Medical Payments to Others or 

similar coverage 

 A loss to a dwelling currently owned by an insured or applicant which occurred prior to 

ownership 
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INSURANCE SCORING 

 

Why is People’s Trust using insurance scoring? 

Our goal is to price our policies as accurately as possible taking into account the information 

available to us so the premiums we charge are aligned with the risks we insure. Insurance 

scoring provides additional information about the risks we insure and allows us to price our 

policies more appropriately for our customers based on their specific risk assessments. 

 

What is an insurance risk score? 

Insurance scoring is a measurement of insurance risk factors based on various components. We 

use it to adjust premiums so they are appropriate to the predicted risk level. This results in a 

savings for many policyholders. Based on the score, the non-hurricane rates may be increased 

or decreased. The insurance score is becoming common practice in the insurance industry. 

 

What specific data is used to calculate the insurance risk score? 

Credit reports may contain both positive and negative information. This data is used in 

calculating an insurance score. This data includes: outstanding debt, length of credit history, 

late payments, new applications for credit, types of credit used, payment patterns, available 

credit, public records, and past due accounts. Previous loss history and public records are also 

part of the calculation. 

 

Where does PTI get this information? 

PTI pulls insurance scores from LexisNexis Risk Solutions, which performs a statistical analysis. 

They rely on information received from Experian, Equifax, and Transunion. Inquiries used to 

obtain information to develop the insurance score do not affect the applicant’s credit rating. 
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NEW BUSINESS SUBMISSION PROCESS: 

HIGH VALUE HOMES 
 

Underwriting will complete a thorough “High Value Review” prior to binding for properties with 

Coverage A of $800,000 or more. This is to better assess coverages, eligibility, and ensure we are 

properly insuring the property. 

 

Please note: 

 High Value submissions have a 48 hour turn-around time. This excludes weekends and holidays. 

 High Value policies require the following minimum deductibles: 

• Hurricane = 3% 

• All Other Wind (AOW) = 3% (for Basic Choice policies only) 

• All of Peril (AOP) = $2,500 

 Please make sure the detailed Replacement Cost Estimator is as in-depth as possible to help 

expedite the review process. If we find discrepancies, we will need to make the necessary 

changes. (i.e. Exterior Wall Construction, Quality Grade, Square Footage, Attached Structures, 

Counter/Vanity Top Material, Secondary Kitchen/Wet Bar, and Custom Features). 

 Interior/exterior photos of the property are not required, but recommended for accurate 

RCE/premium and eligibility review. 

 If requesting approval on a property with a prior loss, please attach proof of repairs. 

Required Documents for High Value Submissions:  

New Purchases: Appraisal and/or Pre-Sale Inspection Detailed Replacement Cost Estimator (RCE) 

Properties with Prior Insurance: Prior Declarations Page Detailed Replacement Cost Estimator (RCE) 

No Prior/Lapse of Insurance: Pre-Bind Inspection Required Detailed Replacement Cost Estimator (RCE) 
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Steps for High Value Submissions: 

1. Quote policy 

 

2. Submit application. Once submitted, a red UR will appear. 

 

3. This will be a “Pending” policy until reviewed for approval. In order to be reviewed, you must 

upload the Proof of Prior, Wind Mitigation, Alarm Certificate, and the completed and signed 

Contents or Wind Exclusion Forms (if applicable). For a more accurate valuation, it is 

recommended to submit any prior inspections for us to review.  

 

Remember, this is NOT bound at this point, do not print out the application or have it signed. 

 

4. Submit a detailed RCE (and supporting interior and exterior color photos if available). 

 

5. Send an email with both the quote number and “High Value” in the Subject line to 

UWsubmissions@PTI.insure to alert Underwriting that the High Value Review required 

attention. 

 

If an email is not sent, we will not know that it is pending a review. 

 

6. Once the quote has been reviewed and is accepted, you will receive a return email advising you 

to proceed with payment. 

 

7. After making payment and it is bound, you may then print out the application and have it 

signed. 

 

8. Upload all required documents. 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:UWsubmissions@PTI.insure
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PAYMENT 

Payment is due at the time of binding.  Please remember the policy is not bound until payment is 

applied (unless marked “mortgagee billed”).  

 

Renewal payments received prior to the expiration of the policy are posted to the current active policy 

that has not expired. All funds posted are transferred to the renewal policy on the effective date of the 

renewal term by the Accounting Department. 

 

 Acceptable forms of payment are credit card (Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and 

Discover) and Electronic Funds Transfer from a checking account  

 

 If automatic EFT is selected, the EFT Authorization Form is required  

 

 For New Business only, checks should not be mailed unless they are coming from the Mortgage 

Company or Title Company on new closings. First installment payment is due at time of binding. 

Remaining installment payments may be mailed, paid by phone, or on the Customer Portal. 

 

 The down payment (if applicable) is displayed in the quote including all fees 

 

 “Pay” button (             ) allows you to process the premium payment online 

 

 When entering payment amount, use numerical characters only. Do not use special characters 

(e.g. dollar sign or comma) other than the decimal point. 

 

Note: If EFT payment method is selected, all payments will be drafted 2 days prior or after the due date, 

including renewals. If you wish to remove the EFT, please notify us at least 10 days prior to the payment 

due date to allow time for processing.  
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PAYMENT PLAN OPTIONS 

Pay in Full:     Premium + Fees = Total Annual Premium Due  

2-Pay Plan: Down Payment = 60% of Base Premium + Fees + $13.00 Installment Fee 

Remaining balance of 40% + $3.00 Installment Fee due 180 days after policy 

inception.  

4-Pay Plan:  Down Payment = 40% of Base Premium + Fees + $13.00 Installment Fee 

Remaining balance of 60% is divided into 3 equal installments of 20% + $3.00 

installment fee due on the 90th, 180th, and 270th day of policy (every 3 

months).  

9-Pay Plan: Down Payment = 20% of Base Premium + Fees + $13.00 Installment Fee 

Remaining balance of 80% is divided into 8 equal installments of 10% + $3.00 

installment fee due in 40 day intervals; however, last installment is due 30 days 

after 7th installment. 

Auto EFT is required for the 9-Pay Plan. The EFT Authorization form must be 

signed by insured and uploaded to the policy. The down payment can be made 

with any acceptable payment method. 

Mortgagee Bill: Total Annual Premium is due within 90 days of policy inception; however, a 

cancellation notice will generate at 60 days. The correct mortgagee clause and loan number 

must be entered for accurate billing. To make mortgagee billed and have an invoice sent out, 

select “billable” beneath the mortgagee clause in the application.  

 

All payment plans/options (including fees) are visible at the bottom of new quotes and re-quotes.   

Payment plans cannot be changed after a policy is bound. If the policy is bound as mortgagee billed 

and should actually be bound as insured billed, the insured will either have to pay the policy in full or 

the policy will need to be rewritten with the correct payment plan and new effective date. 
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RENEWALS 

Renewal Billing Process: 

1. The renewal policy packet is batched to the insured 45 days prior to the renewal effective date 

 

2. A Reminder Notice is mailed 15 days prior to the renewal effective date if the payment has not 

been received 

 

3. An Expiration Notice is mailed if payment has not been received by the renewal effective date 

 

4. PTI does not offer a “grace period”; however, Underwriting will review for reinstatement 

consideration within 45 days of the expiration date 

 

5. If the renewal payment is received prior to the effective date, the payment will post on the 

active term. The funds will transfer to the renewal term on the effective date.  

 

 

Note: Although the renewal policy is viewable in PTS 60 days prior to the renewal effective date, the 

premium is subject to change and will be batched out 45 days prior to the expiration date of the 

current term 
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CANCELLATIONS 

Steps: 

1. If the cancellation date requested is within the preceding 7 days, please submit a signed and 

dated Cancellation Request (with at least one named insured’s signature). 

 

2. If the cancellation date requested is over 7 days, please submit a signed and dated Statement of 

No Loss / Cancellation of Policy (PDF document available on the Agency Portal and on page 46), 

signed by at least one named insured and also include a Declarations Page showing duplicate 

coverage/proof of replacement coverage. 

 

3. Insured’s request to cancel due to the property being sold requires a copy of the HUD, Closing 

Disclosure, or Warranty Deed, along with the signed cancellation request (we will backdate the 

cancellation effective date based on the date the property sold). 

 

4. After submitting the above referenced documentation, an email must be sent to 

AgencyCancellations@pti.insure or call the Underwriting Team at (877) 509-7878 to alert PTI of 

the pending request. 
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AGENT/BROKER OF RECORD CHANGE GUIDELINES 

People’s Trust has developed a process by which we are able to honor policyholder requests providing 

a specific agent or agency the legal right to service or maintain a policy with PTI. 

The following guidelines are provided to clarify our Agent of Record change process: 

 Agents may submit a request to change the Agent of Record on behalf of a policyholder by 

completing an Acord 36 or People’s Trust Agent of Record Change Request (AOR) form. 

Note: 

 The completed AOR should be directed to businesssupport@pti.insure 

 All policies are subject to review 

 Incomplete forms will be rejected and returned to the submitting agent with an 

explanation 

 At least one named insured listed on the policy must sign the form 

 AORs will not be backdated. If an AOR was rejected for being incomplete, the effective 

date of change will be determined upon receipt of the corrected form 

 The submitting agent must be an appointed agency of People’s Trust 

 AOR requests will be accepted no more than 60 days prior to the renewal effective date 

and only up until the renewal date.  

 AORs will only be accepted effective at the renewal date. AORs are not processed 

midterm. Any exceptions to this are to be approved by management on a case-by-case 

basis. 

 

 

mailto:businesssupport@pti.insure
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ENDORSEMENT REQUESTS 

 Select the pencil icon  on the top of the menu bar 

 Indicate endorsement request date (cannot be in the past) 

 Select the endorsement reason, make the desired changes 

 Select multiple items by holding down the Ctrl button or double clicking 

 Select the App Questions option 

 Scroll to the bottom and click on “Rate”  

 In order to proceed with endorsement, select “Submit to Underwriting”  

 An Endorsement Request form and any supporting documentation must be attached 

to the policy in order for the endorsement to be processed   

 If it is a Premium Bearing Endorsement, it MUST be dated and signed by the Insured 

 

 Endorsement requests are acceptable on: 

 PTI Policy Change Request Form 

 Acord forms  

 Word documents on agency letterhead signed by the named insured 

 

Note: If you do not want to proceed with the endorsement or are just trying to get a quote, then 

select “Decline this endorsement” instead of “Submit to Underwriting” 

 

Upload any supporting documentation as related to the endorsement (such as, but not limited to 

alarm certificates, new wind mitigations, etc.) 
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MORTGAGEE CHANGES 

To update: 

 Click on the  to the right of the Mortgagee & Mailing Address section. 

 
 

 Attempt to locate the new mortgage clause from the drop-down list. 

 Make sure the drop down selection matches exactly to the request. 

 
 In the event the lender is not listed, you can leave the first option to --Choose Mortgagee-- 

and you will be able to manually type in the new mortgage clause 

 

 Click Save 
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To add: 

 Click on the pencil icon  at the top of the page to add the mortgage clause 

 Indicate endorsement request date 

 
 

 Select the Endorsement Reason with the specific change you are making to the policy. 

 Added, deleted, changed, corrected, etc. 

 Click on the Mortgagee tab on the left of the screen 

 
 

 Attempt to locate/match the new mortgage clause from the drop-down list 

 In the event the lender is not listed, you can leave the first option to --Choose Mortgagee--  

and you will be able to manually type in the new mortgage clause 

 Once the correct mortgage clause is selected and the loan # is accurate, click continue. 

 Scroll to the end of the application questions and click Rate 
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PTS ICONS 

 

 
VIEW DEC SHEET (Displays coverages, deductibles, and endorsements) 

 

 

VIEW DETAILS (Directs to View Application, View History) 

 

 

 

VIEW APPLICATION 

 

 

VIEW HISTORY (All Policy Terms: Premiums, Payments, Attachments, Batched docs, Claims)  

 

 
BACK TO POLICY INFO 

 

 

VIEW PAYMENT SCHEDULE (Shows Installment Amounts Including Fees and Due Dates) 

 

 
POLICY INFO (Returns to Policy Info Page) 

 

 
FORMS (View and Print Documents from Policy) 
 

 
ENTER A PAYMENT 

 

 
ENDORSEMENT QUOTE (“WHAT IF”) 

 

 

CHANGE OR EDIT MORTGAGE NAME, ADDRESS, OR LOAN # 

 




